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Preparing and cooking a wide assortment of Thai cuisine doesn't have to be difficult. Here's the key

in making authentic and heavenly Thai food at home today. People love Thai cuisine, but not many

cook it themselves. Heavenly Thai Recipes provides the basic techniques and recipes that unlock

your ability to prepare delicious, authentic Thai meals to enjoy with family and friends at home â€“

without going to an expensive Thai restaurant. Heavenly Thai Recipes contains many

straightforward, authentic Thai recipes with ingredients you can find in your local supermarket. Tom

Yam Prawn Soup and Pad Thai Red Curry Duck, and even the best food in the world â€“ the

Massaman Curry Chicken - will become part of your dinner. Easy-to-follow illustrations and

instructions will have you preparing Pad Thai Red and Green Curry, including the Masaman Curry,

with ease. Beautiful and colorful photos will help you put a heavenly, authentic Thai dish on your

dining table tonight.
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If you are looking for the best Thai recipes than this is the book for you. I felt in love with Thai food

while my last trip to Thailand and I wanted to prepare some of the recipes at home. Since I couldn't

buy any cookbook while I was there because there was no English version I searched  and found

this one which is definitely amazing. The recipes have the true Thai taste, they are easy to prepare

and definitely heavenly. My favorite one is: Tom Yam Pawn Soup. I definitely recommend this book

to everybody who wants to try something new and different!



Definitely a healthy and a new world for your taste buds. Another good thing about the book is it will

educate you on the different spices used in cooking authentic Thai recipes. The herbs used are very

rich in flavor and vitamins. Most of the recipes are spicy but delicious. We have been trying the

different recipes these past few weekends already. The real challenge was getting the ingredients,

you have to always to make sure that the ingredients are fresh. I strongly recommend this cook

book to all Asian cuisine enthusiasts. If you truly love cooking; tasting the different recipes within this

book will definitely give you second thoughts in spending a few months in the different countries in

Asia.

Delicious Heavenly Thai Recipes. :)This is the Best Book Thai Recipe that I've ever read.. :)It

actually makes me eat Thai Foods more.. :)I'd love to try the so-called 'Harmonization of the 4

Tastes' that Alvina Ng mentions.. these are maybe the reasons why Thai Foods are very delicious..

:) I'm so excited to try it.. :DFrom the recipes that Alvina provided, here are some of the great foods

that I want to try:- Thai Raw Whitefish Slices- Snapper Papaya Salad- Tom Yam Prawn Soup- Basil

Fried Chicken- Grilled Squid Salad- Grilled Prawn with Spicy Orange Sauce- Basil Chicken Soup-

Fruit Salad- Southern Thai Curry Chicken- Red Curry Duck- Pork Yakitori- Salmon Spring Rolls-

Beef and Grape Salad- Garlic Fried Squid- Grilled Ham Salad- Beef Noodle Soup- Thai Mixed

NoodleWow.. :) It's as if I'd like to try it all.. :) I also love the pictures of the cuisine that Alvina

provided in the book.. Very delighted to read this book.. :)That's why I highly recommend this book

to everyone who wants to try Thai Foods, their great sauce, and the amazingly 4 Harmonization of

tastes that's very awesomely mysterious to try.. ^_^With thay I'd give Alvina Ng and Heavenly Thai

Recipes A Very High and Delicious 5-Star.

Excellent cookbook! Except for the squid.....ugh! But seriously, I'll be trying a few of these delicious

recipes. My favorite thing, besides the recipes, were the photos. I hate getting an e-cookbook that

doesn't have pictures of the prepared dish. Yep, I'd recommend this book.

A really excellent cookbook for anyone interested in Thai cooking. The recipes are well presented

and each one is laid out step by step which is helpful for any novice like myself. The photos are also

helpful in giving you a good idea on what to expect with each one. An essential manual for anyone

who wants to experiment more with Asian cooking.

Thai recipes are delicious and really quick to prepare. Most of the thai recipes will take less than



hour to prepare. They are simple enough to make, but delicious enough to impress your friends and

family.

I love the recipes and food that are available in Asia, Korean, Japanese, Thai and Chinese foods

are awesome and have their own tastes. And after seeing this book, I was excited to go through the

recipes and ingredients. And I was not disappointed at all, the author shared how the spices and

sauces were made. And I love those recipes that were given, especially the Thai Chicken Curry and

the Beef Noodle soup. The book made me feel hungry and craving for Asian delicacies. Great book

for me.

This is a really good book. I was bored with my routinely food. I want to eat something different and

new. I go on  and while searching I found this book. I read it and tried this book recipes. Such a

great taste I found of this book recipes. Mostly Thai foods recipes written in this book. Love the soup

recipes written in this book. Such a great job did by author.highly recommended for those who

wants to try something new.
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